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Abstract. eLearning educative processes are a challenge for educative institu-
tions and education professionals. In an environment in which learning re-
sources are being produced, catalogued and stored using innovative ways, 
SOLE provides a platform in which exam questions can be produced supported 
by Web 2.0 tools, catalogued and labeled via semantic web and stored and dis-
tributed using eLearning standards. This paper presents, SOLE, a social  
network of exam questions sharing particularized for Software Engineering 
domain, based on semantics and built using semantic web and eLearning stan-
dards, such as IMS Question and Test Interoperability specification 2.1. 

Keywords: Semantic Web; Web 2.0; E-Learning; Learning Community; Soft-
ware Engineering. 

1   Introduction 

Distance Education, also known as open, flexible or distributed learning, is a mode of 
education whereby learners are physically separated from the institution and where 
the learning process takes place outside the education establishment [1]. Due to the 
undeniable importance of the Internet, online learning and online learning tools are 
hot topics for educational community. However, this new kind of learning scenario 
has proponents, adversaries and spectators [2]. One of the advantages of such envi-
ronments is that now these environments self-sustainable and do not have a teacher 
present to supervise and mentor the learning and communication processes [3]. But to 
take full advantage of this, e-learning resources must be well designed and open for 
everybody.  
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When we talk about the development of the web and where we stand today, we 
stumble across two main buzzwords: Web 2.0 and semantic web [4]. The new sur-
roundings in which we find ourselves imply a technology enhanced learning, which 
Downes [5] calls e-learning 2.0. According to [6], learning systems evolve now to-
wards Web 2.0, semantic web and also improving the learning process. 

On the one hand Web 2.0 is about participation and reuse [4]. In the last few years, 
there has been an increasing focus on social software applications and services as a 
result of the rapid development of Web 2.0 concepts [7]. Web 2.0 technologies as 
outlined in [8] are exemplified by blogs, namely easy to update websites about a par-
ticular subject where entries are written in chronological order, picture-sharing envi-
ronments such as Flickr or Photobucket, social bookmarking sites such as Del.icio.us, 
video-sharing such as YouTube or music preferences such as Last FM. Web 2.0, 
social software, social computing, online communities, peer networking, immersive 
web. This architecture promotes users’ participation through blogs, wikis and folkso-
nomies, turning learners into knowledge prosumers [9].  

On the second hand, Semantic web represents a revolution in many senses. The 
term "Semantic Web" was coined by Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila [10], to describe 
the evolution from a document-based web towards a new paradigm that includes data 
and information for computers to manipulate. The Semantic Web provides a comple-
mentary vision as a knowledge management environment [11] that, in many cases has 
expanded and replaced previous knowledge and information management archetypes 
[12]. In this new scenario, the challenge for the next generation of the Social and 
Semantic Webs is to find the right match between what is put online and methods for 
doing useful reasoning with the data [13]. Given that challenge, semantic web and 
ontologies is seen as the key for forthcoming eLearning solutions [14]. 

Taking into account that the application of Information and Communication Tech-
nologies, towards more effective learning, is one of the most challenging contexts 
given the specific characteristics of the learning domain [15], in this paper we present 
SOLE. SOLE can be described as a social network of exam questions particularized 
for Software Engineering domain, based on semantics and built using semantic web 
and eLearning standards. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines relevant lit-
erature in the area about the field of study. In Section 3, the architecture for the SOLE 
approach is presented along with the description of the implementation of the proof of 
the concept architecture. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 4. 

2   State of the Art 

The great diffusion of Web 2.0 is having a tremendous effect in education and learn-
ing. Thus, the number of Web 2.0 empowered e-learning environments are booming 
[16]. Much of what goes by the name of Web 2.0 can, in fact, be regarded as new 
kinds of learning technologies, and can be utilized as such [17]. e-learning systems 
evolve to adapt their contents to this new tools provided by means of the Social Web 
including under their umbrella social networks blogs, wikis, microblogs [18]... Exam-
ples of the use of web 2.0 technologies in eLearning can be found in the works of 
[19], [20], [21] to cite just a few. 
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On the other hand, semantic technologies are gaining momentum in eLearning en-
vironments. In the e-Learning field, Brase and Nejdl [22] have showed the increasing 
importance of knowledge modeling through metadata definition standards. Semantic 
Web has been pointed out to be beneficial for learning environments, in so far as 
ontologies can effectively model and interrelate information describing learning con-
tent, learning activities and learners; and thus improving content personalization and 
feedback provisioning [23]. 

In spite of the incompatibility problem between metadata descriptions, an increas-
ing number of systems have been developed to handle learning resources by means of 
Semantic Web technologies [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Following this 
research trend, in this paper, we present SOLE, a social network based tool for exam 
questions exchange and sharing based on social and semantic web. 

3   The SOLE Approach 

As stated before, SOLE can be seen as a platform in which exam questions can be 
produced supported by Web 2.0 tools, catalogued and labeled via semantic web and 
stored and distributed using eLearning standards. To do so, SOLE is based on state of 
the art technologies and defined standards. 

3.1   Overview Architecture 

SOLE is based on component-based client server architecture. Each component is 
independent from the others but can be invoked using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) 
3.0. Figure 1 shows main components as well as their connections.  

• Service Handler: Focal point to web service invocation. 
• Question Manager: implements basic task related to question persistence (in-

sert, delete, update…). 
• QTI Translator: enables the transformations from questions stored in the 

database to QTI XML complaint format or vice versa. QTI is Question 
and Test Interoperability specification, a standard format for the repre-
sentation of assessment content and results. Using QTI applications can 
exchange education materials allowing more open and rich eLearning 
platforms. 

• User Manager: basic tasks related to user management. 
• Session Manager: enables login and logout features as well as session log. 
• User Communicator: event driven agent in charge of communicate users cer-

tain events. 
• Social Network Manager: handler related to social web users networks. 
• Search: Consist in two main subcomponents. Firstly, Indexer will manage ques-

tion index. Secondly, Seeker, that uses this index to give desired results. 
• Semantic Engine. Clasifies questions (invoked by Indexer) and classifies 

search queries (invoked by Seeker). This implementation of SOLE acts as 
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a Software Engineering eLearning enabler, and due to this, Software En-
gineering Ontology (SEOntology) was used as a testbed. 

• Knowledge manager. It’s responsible of the management of the tasks in order 
to train Semantic Engine using user suggested terms. 

• Syndication. Manages RSS feeds generated due to the use of SOLE. This 
feeds can be viewed using external RSS readers. 

• Manager. Capable of encapsulating configuration and maintenance tasks re-
lated to server. 

• Daemon. Agent that acts as a daemon to trigger administration and mainte-
nance tasks. 

• Web. Web interface for SOLE. 

Syndication

SOLE Execution Environment
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Administration
Knowledge

Management

User Manager
Session

Manager

QTI Translator

Search
Semantic

Engine
Question
Manager

Networks 
Manager
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Fig. 1. SOLE global module architecture  

3.2   Implementation Issues 

SOLE can be seen as a Web based application build under Java EE (by using Java 
Enterprise Edition 5 SDK). Business logic design was done using MagicDraw. This 
tool enables Model Driven Architecture (MDA) architecture and automatic code gen-
eration by using AndroMDA. 

External interfaces are enabled using Service-oriented architecture (SOA). 
Backend is designed using Hibernate and MySQL as database management system. 
Frontend is designed using ZK framework for AJAX integrated in Eclipse Ganymede 
through ZK Studio plug-in. Lastly, JAXB is used for XML handle (in order to com-
municate with others) and JENA 2 for ontology information issues. Finally, in order 
to enable RSS feeds and atom, ROME for Apache 2.0 is used. 
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3.3   Initial Testing 

With the aim of getting feedback concerning the work performed, SOLE was im-
planted as a tool to support learning processes in their last year of the Computer  
Science degree program, “Software Engineering III” in Universidad Carlos III de 
Madrid, Spain. In such scenario, the students were asked to use SOLE tool as support 
for their course. The class was divided into groups. Every group must provide and 
label a set of questions (twenty five) to the system based on the course syllabus. 
These combined actions trained in a proper way the system. Once all questions were 
typed and stored, students were provided with a tool, namely SeSo-GEO in which 
they could build an exam for the rest of the groups. SeSo-GEO benefits from SOLE 
features of semantic search via web service. Exams provided by students consisted in 
ten questions from the questions base and are aimed to train groups in course syllabus. 

Qualitative results of this test were successful. Students agreed that semantic 
search provides a plus to the system (‘reaching results that are hidden in the text’) 
and, moreover, that “having a way to rank questions is a powerful tool to choose bet-
ter questions”. 

4   Conclusions and Future Work 

Combining Semantic Web and social networks is considered the future in eLearning 
platforms and solutions. In such a context, sharing and taking advantage of a number 
of users, tracing knowledge and contents in different contexts can bridge the gap of 
knowledge integration and knowledge reuse. In this paper, we have presented a novel 
approach to achieve test question share and reuse across learning environments 
through a social network and the use of semantics and eLearning standards, providing 
also an architecture and a proof-of-concept implementation. 

The current work proposes three types of initiatives which should be explored in 
future research. In the first place, the integration of the functionalities provided by 
Web 2.0 in the mark of questions from the point of view of the student, giving, thus a 
double feedback from the field: students and teachers. In the second place, it is aimed 
to test the platform developed empirically by evaluating the capabilities of SOLE 
from a qualitative viewpoint. Finally, authors suggest extending the functional envi-
ronment of SOLE to adapt other learning scenarios. 
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